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ourselves. We were brown and lean and many of us
were impressively moustached*  Every day in every
way we became more like characters in Kipling
ourselves.  There had been a Kiplingcsque incident
only last night,  A Pathan thief had twice invaded
the bunk of a sergeant in our lines. Eventually the
sergeant woke completely up, chased him, and after
a struggle—the intruder had a spiked stick—bashed
him on the head with a stone. I went up afterwards
with Durnford to the guard-room and the sergeant
of the guard opened the prison for us. In the middle
of a large, bare, stone floor lay a heap of old sacking.
The sergeant stirred it and revealed an awful figure
kneeling and quivering on the floor, with matted
hair and face covered with blood. * , , Yes, it was
difficult not to think in terms of Kipling.   For
one thing I had never seen soldiers before I came to
Quetta*  For the soldiers one saw in England, even
the regulars, would hardly be called soldiers in
comparison with these tall, swaggering, tanned,
long-service infantrymen, as thin and as straight as
laths. The fierce Pathans in the hills round Quetta
had not heard of Ballioi or the Poetry Bookshop*
For them the British were merely fighting men, and
observing the regulars who were our instructors w«
readily understood why*   Insensibly one began to
desire to be regarded as a fighting man oneself- One
might come out to Quetta a vaguely idealistic
Socialist, a contributor of verse to the Westminster
Gazette and Poetry and Drama (O» thrill of those first
proofs), a conventional devotee of the literary gods
of the day.   But in Quetta in 1915 politics ha<3
vanished over the horizon.   One had no politics.

